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a b s t r a c t 

Background and objective: In silico electrophysiological models are generally validated by comparing sim- 

ulated results with experimental data. When dealing with single-cell and tissue scales simultaneously, as 

occurs frequently during model development and calibration, the effects of inter-cellular coupling should 

be considered to ensure the trustworthiness of model predictions. The hypothesis of this paper is that 

the cell-tissue mismatch can be reduced by incorporating the effects of conduction into the single-cell 

stimulation current. Methods: Five different stimulation waveforms were applied to the human ven- 

tricular O’Hara-Rudy cell model. The waveforms included the commonly used monophasic and biphasic 

(symmetric and asymmetric) pulses, a triangular waveform and a newly proposed asymmetric waveform 

(stimulation A) that resembles the transmembrane current associated with AP conduction in tissue. A 

comparison between single-cell and fiber simulated results was established by computing the relative 

difference between the values of AP-derived properties at different scales, and by evaluating the differ- 

ences in the contributions of ionic conductances to each evaluated property. As a proof of the benefit, we 

investigated multi-scale differences in the simulation of the effects induced by dofetilide, a selective I Kr 

blocker with high torsadogenic risk, on ventricular repolarization at different pacing rates. Results: Out of 

the five tested stimulation waveforms, stimulation A produced the closest correspondence between cell 

and tissue simulations in terms of AP properties at steady-state and under dynamic pacing and of ionic 

contributors to those AP properties. Also, stimulation A reproduced the effects of dofetilide better than 

the other alternative waveforms, mirroring the ’beat-skipping’ behavior observed at fast pacing rates in 

experiments with human tissue. Conclusions: The proposed stimulation current waveform accounts for 

inter-cellular coupling effects by mimicking cell excitation during AP conduction. The proposed wave- 

form improves the correspondence between simulation scales, which could improve the trustworthiness 

of single-cell simulations without adding computational cost. 

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Computational models of cardiac electrophysiology provide an 

xcellent tool to improve our understanding of the electrical activ- 

ty of the heart. In particular, action potential (AP) models of car- 

iac myocytes can be used to understand cellular electrical func- 

ion under physiological conditions or in response to disease or 

rug-induced alterations [1] . There are exciting opportunities for 

he adoption of cardiac models with predictive capacity, but these 
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ill require rigorous assessment of model credibility and predic- 

ion confidence [2] . 

Discrepancies between model outputs and the real system arise 

rom different factors, including the necessary assumptions and 

implifications embedded in a model, lack of knowledge, or differ- 

nces between simulated and experimental conditions during the 

evelopment of a model, among others. To increase the credibility 

f the model outputs, such factors should be reduced to the largest 

ossible extent [3] . One way to do this is by replicating experimen- 

al conditions as closely as possible during model development and 

alibration [4] . 
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Fig. 1. Stimulus current waveforms for SC simulations. From top to bottom and left 

to right: monophasic (M), biphasic asymmetric (BA), biphasic symmetric (BS), trian- 

gular (T) and adjusted (A) waveforms. The adjusted stimulus current waveform (A) 

is shown with dark line, superposed to the reference current waveform extracted 

from 1D simulations ˆ I m (light line). 
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Cardiac electrophysiological models are often calibrated against 

xperimental electrophysiological properties measured from 

atient samples, including AP duration (APD), maximum trans- 

embrane potential, upstroke velocity or AP triangulation, among 

thers [5] . Due to the susceptibility of some ion channels to 

ell isolation procedures [6,7] , the reference experimental val- 

es for some of these properties may be obtained from small 

issue preparations. In such cases, the resulting characterization 

f electrophysiological properties can be strongly influenced by 

nter-cellular coupling. Not accounting for coupling effects may 

nadvertently introduce a source of discrepancy when comparing 

ell simulation results with experimental observations, since not 

ll AP-derived properties present a close correspondence between 

alues measured in cells and in tissues [8] . Ideally, the cell-tissue 

iscrepancies could be avoided by simulating the behavior of car- 

iac tissue for calibration. This approach, however, would greatly 

ncrease the computational cost of calibration and may, thus, not 

e suitable for studies requiring thousands of model simulations, 

uch as those based on populations of models [5] . 

In situations where experimental data measured from tissue 

eeds to be compared to simulation results from single cells (SCs), 

easible alternatives to massive tissue simulations should try to in- 

orporate, as much as possible, the effects of inter-cellular coupling 

nto SC simulations. One way to achieve this is by defining the 

timulation current to imitate cell excitation during AP conduc- 

ion in tissue. Biphasic waveforms with square [9] and triangular 

10] shapes have been proposed as alternatives to the commonly 

sed monophasic stimulation pulses to excite SC models. Similarly, 

he effects of the shape, amplitude and timing of monophasic and 

iphasic square stimulation waveforms on AP generation have been 

valuated in the context of cardiac defibrillation [11] . The scope of 

hese works, however, does not include the evaluation of stimula- 

ion waveform effects on cell-tissue discrepancies. 

In this work, we apply five alternative stimulation waveforms to 

he human ventricular O’Hara-Rudy model (ORd) [12] and quantify 

he mismatch between AP-derived properties measured in simu- 

ated cells and tissues. This comparison builds on a preliminary 

tudy [13] exploring the application of a symmetric axial-like cur- 

ent waveform to SCs simulated with the human ventricular ten 

usscher et al. model [14] . The present study includes, in addition 

o the usual monophasic pulse and the aforementioned biphasic 

quare and triangular alternative waveforms, a new physiological- 

ike asymmetric waveform that resembles the transmembrane cur- 

ent associated with AP conduction in tissue. The effect of each 

timulation waveform on the relative contribution of ionic currents 

o the resulting AP properties and on the rate dependence of the 

PD is subsequently assessed. Finally, an example of application is 

rovided to demonstrate the superiority of the physiological-like 

timulation waveform for the study of the rapid delayed rectifying 

urrent, I Kr , block-induced effects at fast pacing rates. 

. Methods 

.1. Computational simulations 

The ORd model [12] , one of the most widely used and exten- 

ively tested models of a human ventricular myocyte, was used to 

epresent cellular electrophysiology. The endocardial version of the 

Rd model was employed unless otherwise stated. Following the 

uthors’ recommendation, we replaced the I Na formulation with 

hat from the ten Tusscher et al. model [14] to prevent propaga- 

ion failure. The system of ordinary differential equations defining 

he cellular model was solved by using forward Euler integration 

ith a time step of 0.002 ms. 

For tissue simulations, we created a homogeneous 1-cm long 

ber composed of endocardial cells. Electrical propagation across 
2 
he cardiac tissue was modeled with the monodomain reaction- 

iffusion equation. Discretization was performed with a space step 

f 0.1 mm and a time step of 0.002 ms. The value of the conductiv-

ty was set to obtain a conduction velocity close to 65 cm/s under 

ontrol conditions [15] . The first cell in the fiber was stimulated 

ith monophasic current pulses with an amplitude of twice the 

iastolic threshold and a duration of 1 ms. The AP markers de- 

cribed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 were computed as the mean value 

f the markers measured at three different positions within the 

able located at: 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 cm. The simulation software 

LVIRA was used for the computations [16] . 

We compared five waveforms for the stimulus current ( Fig. 1 ) 

pplied onto SCs: 

1. Monophasic pulse (M) with a duration �t and an amplitude of 

A pA/pF. 

2. Biphasic asymmetric pulse (BA), defined as in [9] : 

I BA (t) = 

{ 

A, 0 ≤ t < �t 

−A �t 

T − �t 
, �t ≤ t ≤ T 

where T is the pacing cycle length. 

3. Biphasic symmetric pulse (BS), defined as: 

I BS (t) = 

{
A, 0 ≤ t < �t 

−A, �t ≤ t ≤ 2�t 
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4. Triangular pulse (T), defined as: 

I T (t) = 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

mt, 0 ≤ t < 

2�t 
3 

−2 m (t − �t) , 2�t 
3 

≤ t < 

4�t 
3 

m (t − 2�t) 4�t 
3 

< t ≤ 2�t 

with m = 1 . 5 A/ �t . 

For waveforms M, BS, BA and T, the amplitude A was set to 

twice the diastolic threshold and �t was set to 1 ms. 

5. The fifth alternative, denoted as Adjusted waveform (A), was 

designed to closely resemble axial current associated with the 

electrotonic coupling between myocytes. The adjusted wave- 

form was built as the composition of two time-shifted and in- 

verted Weibull curves: 

I A ( t ) = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

A l 

(
�t−t 
αl 

)βl −1 
exp 

[ 
−
(

�t−t 
αl 

)βl 

] 
, 0 ≤ t ≤ �t 

−A r 

(
t−�t 
αr 

)βr −1 
exp 

[ 
−
(

t−�t 
αr 

)βr 

] 
, �t < t < 2�t. 

The values of the parameters in the above equation were set 

by least-squares fitting the I A (t) equation to a reference wave- 

form 

ˆ I m 

taken as the transmembrane current of the central cell 

in the fiber for a control simulation. Those values were: αl = 

0 . 2942 ms, A l = 236 . 8334 pA/pF, βl = 1 . 2801 ms, αr = 0 . 1958

ms, A r = 454 . 8173 pA/pF, βr = 1 . 7160 ms and �t = 1 . 5 ms. As

an additional analysis, the applicability of the adjusted stimula- 

tion, I A (t) , to 2D or 3D simulations was explored by comparing 

the reference waveform 

ˆ I m 

to the transmembrane current of a 

central cell in a 2D and 3D tissue (see details in Supplementary 

section S1.1). 

.2. Steady-state AP markers 

.2.1. AP markers under control conditions 

Several AP measures were computed from fiber and SC sim- 

lations, including both depolarization and repolarization mark- 

rs. In particular, we computed the APD at different percentages 

f repolarization (90%, 70%, 50%, 30%, and 10%), AP triangulation 

s AP D 90 − AP D 30 , the AP amplitude (APA), and the maximum AP 

lope ( d V/d t max ). Control conditions were simulated by stimulating 

ber and SC models for 150 cycles at 1 Hz and at 2 Hz. AP mark-

rs were calculated from the final paced beat of each simulation. 

 comparison between SC and fiber simulated results was estab- 

ished by computing the relative difference between the values of 

ach marker m j measured in SC ( m 

c 
j 
) and in fiber ( m 

f 
j 
) as: 

(%) = 

m 

c 
j 
− m 

f 
j 

m 

f 
j 

· 100 . 

The applicability of the proposed stimulation to other cell types 

as explored by conducting the same comparison described above, 

ow with the epicardial and mid-myocardial versions of the ORd 

odel, with the atrial model by Courtemanche et al. [17] , and with 

he Purkinje cell model by Stewart et al. [18] (see details in Sup- 

lementary section S1.2). 

.2.2. Ionic contributors to AP markers 

The individual contribution of each major ionic conductance to 

odulation of AP markers was assessed next. Each conductance 

as varied by ± 15% and ± 30% and its role in determining each 

hysiological AP-derived marker was evaluated by using a first or- 

er response surface model: 

 j ≈ m j + 

N ∑ 

i =1 

�i · w j,i 

here c j is the value of the physiological marker j under the an- 

lyzed condition, m j is the value of the marker j under control 
3 
onditions, �i is the variation of the ionic conductance relative to 

ts control value, and the weight w i, j represents the contribution 

f the current i to the marker j. The contributions w i, j were esti- 

ated using the methodology developed in Carro et al. [8] . 

.3. APD rate dependence 

APD rate dependence was studied in SC and fiber simulations 

sing a dynamic restitution protocol. Pacing started from 1 Hz with 

 train of 150 stimuli, and then the pacing frequency was incre- 

ented in steps of 0.1 Hz after each 150-beat train until a max- 

mum frequency of 6 Hz. The steady-state APD 90 of the last two 

ycles for each CL were recorded for analysis. 

.4. Simulated effects of dofetilide 

To illustrate the potential benefits of the proposed physiological 

timulation A, we investigated the effects of the drug dofetilide, 

 selective I Kr blocker with high torsadogenic risk, on ventricular 

epolarization at different pacing rates. Previous studies in the lit- 

rature [19] showed that simulated SC data, stimulated with non- 

hysiological waveforms, were not in full agreement with experi- 

ental endocardial tissue data, and we tested the capacity of the 

hysiological stimulation to overcome such issues. 

We simulated the effect of a 0.1 μM dose of dofetilide as an 

0.9% I Kr block, following the methods in Britton et al. [19] based 

n the dataset by Kramer et al. [20] . We then compared the APs 

imulated with the endocardial SC model under BA and A stimula- 

ion to the APs of the fiber model. Simulations were performed by 

pplying a train of 150 impulses at 1 Hz and then were repeated 

t 2 Hz. 

Additionally, a supplementary analysis was performed to evalu- 

te the effects of dofetilide on the generation of early afterdepolar- 

zations (EADs) in mid-myocardial cells and tissue (see details in 

upplementary section S1.3). 

. Results 

.1. Steady-state AP markers 

.1.1. AP markers under control conditions 

At 1-Hz pacing under control conditions, stimulation A ren- 

ered results in SC that were very close to those measured in the 

ber. For the ORd endocardial model, all markers presented im- 

roved performance under stimulation A as compared to the other 

timulation waveforms ( Table 1 ). In particular, stimulation A pro- 

uced a substantial reduction in the differences between cell and 

ber for AP D 10 , and d V/d t max . Among the repolarization markers, 

he highest reduction was found for T riangulation (8.8% vs. -0.1% 

or M and A stimulation, respectively). Results at 2-Hz pacing con- 

rmed the superiority of stimulation A over the alternatives. The 

esults for the other models (Tables S2 to S5) also showed con- 

istent improvement in the correspondence between SC and fiber 

arkers for stimulation A. 

.1.2. Ionic contributions to AP markers 

Ionic contributors to each AP marker are summarized in Fig. 2 

hen measured in fiber and when measured in SCs under different 

timulation waveforms. As can be observed from the table, only 

timulation A led to ionic mechanisms of AP markers in concor- 

ance with those obtained from fiber simulations. 

Analysis of the role played by individual ionic conductances in 

odulating AP properties highlighted the benefits of using stimu- 

ation A. Variations in sodium conductance, G Na , were found to af- 

ect all APD-based markers, Triangulation and APA when computed 

nder stimulation waveforms M and BA. In contrast, none of those 
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Table 1 

AP markers for fiber (F) and relative differences E(%) between markers in fiber and cell with stimulation M, BA, BS, T and A at 1 Hz (left) and 2-Hz pacing (right). 

1 Hz 2 Hz 

F M (%) BA (%) BS (%) T (%) A (%) F M (%) BA (%) BS (%) T (%) A (%) 

APD 90 (ms) 267.9 -1.5 -5.3 -0.8 -0.2 0.0 233.0 0.9 -6.0 1.0 1.6 -0.2 

APD 70 (ms) 241.3 -2.3 -6.0 -2.9 -1.3 0.0 207.1 0.2 -6.5 -1.0 0.8 -0.2 

APD 50 (ms) 209.7 -3.5 -7.1 -6.1 -3.0 0.0 177.4 -0.8 -7.2 -3.8 -0.4 -0.1 

APD 30 (ms) 171.5 -7.3 -10.8 -2.3 -2.0 0.1 145.2 -4.9 -11.0 -0.3 0.2 -0.1 

APD 10 (ms) 89.6 -29.1 -33.6 3.2 3.7 -0.7 84.0 -27.1 -35.7 -0.7 0.3 -0.8 

APA (mV) 124.3 5.5 5.9 12.1 4.8 0.1 122.4 5.7 6.4 11.9 4.6 0.0 

d V/d t max (V/s ) 241.9 37.5 33.9 68.7 55.1 -3.4 229.5 36.8 39.7 69.9 57.7 -5.9 

Trian. (ms) 96.4 8.8 4.7 1.9 2.8 -0.1 87.8 10.4 2.3 3.1 3.9 -0.2 

Fig. 2. Contribution of ionic conductances to AP markers simulated in fiber (F) and cell (stimulation M, BA, BS, T, and A). Percentages in boxes indicate the contribution of 

changes in a conductance to changes in a marker. For clarity, contributions lower than 1% and conductances with no influence on the selected markers are omitted in the 

representation. For each marker, the maximum absolute contribution among all conductances and stimulation options is indicated with the darkest color in the scale, and 

the rest of the contributions are colored according to their relative value with respect to the maximum. 

m

h

t

G

e

s

B

A

w

i

t

arkers were sensitive to G Na variations in fiber simulations, a be- 

avior that was closely replicated by SC simulations under stimula- 

ion A. Other noteworthy differences were found for conductances 

 CaL and G NaCa . In particular, G CaL exerted a notably higher influ- 

nce on APD markers for waveforms M and BA than for fiber and A 

imulations. Also, no influence of G was found for APA in M and 
CaL 

4 
A simulations while positive correlation was found in fiber and 

 simulations. In the case of G NaCa , the influence on APD markers 

as very low or zero for M and BA simulations while it was high 

n fiber and A simulations. 

Out of the five stimulation waveforms tested in SC simulations, 

he relative contributions of ionic conductances were found to be 
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Fig. 3. APD 90 rate dependence. Curves were generated with a dynamic pacing protocol. The inset graph to the right shows a zoom of the ending part of F, A and M curves. 
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ery similar for M and BA waveforms, on the one hand, and for 

 and BS waveforms, on the other hand. Stimulation A differed 

rom those four stimulation waveforms and was the one render- 

ng the most similar results to those measured in fiber. Relevant 

ifferences between A and F results were found only in the case of 

he G NaK influence on d V/d t max . 

In terms of the analyzed markers, the most notable differences 

ere found for APA , where no common ionic contributors were 

ound between fiber and SC simulations under M, BA, BS and T 

timulation, being only stimulation A the one rendering sensitiv- 

ty results similar to those in fiber. Similar observations apply to 

P D 10 , even if to a lesser extent. For AP triangulation, G NaL was

ound to be positively correlated with the marker under stimula- 

ion A and in fiber, whereas such contribution was attributed to 

 Na under stimulation M, BS, BA and T. 

.2. APD rate dependence 

As can be seen from the dynamic restitution curves ( Fig. 3 ), AP

lternans appeared in all SC and fiber simulations. However, while 

he magnitude of the alternating wave was found to be of low am- 
ig. 4. Simulated effects of dofetilide on AP. Left: SC simulations with the BS stimulation

ases the blue traces correspond to control conditions and the black traces correspond 

t 2 Hz. 

5 
litude when measured under stimulation A and in the fiber, it 

as of much higher amplitude for all other stimulation waveforms. 

lso, the range of CLs associated with AP alternating behavior in 

he fiber was only reproduced under stimulation A but not under 

timulation M, BA, BS and T. 

The CL at which impulses failed to generate full APs was: 238 

s for M, 192 ms for BA, 265 ms for BS, 256 ms for T and 263 ms

or A. In fiber, the CL at which conduction ceased to be stable was 

56 ms. 

.3. Simulated effects of dofetilide 

In SC and fiber paced at 1 Hz, simulation of dofetilide-induced 

 Kr block led to substantial APD prolongation ( Fig. 4 ). While APD 

rolonged by 95.7% in SC under BA stimulation, the prolongation 

as 105.2% in SC under A stimulation and 105.5% in fiber. 

At 2-Hz pacing, SC simulations with BA stimulation caused 

5.8% APD prolongation in all beats. On the contrary, in SC sim- 

lations with A stimulation and in fiber, APD was prolonged by 

45.2% and 139.0%, respectively, only in half of the beats since APD 

rolongation caused “beat skipping” (see Fig. 4 bottom row, middle 
; Middle: SC simulations with the A stimulation; Right: simulations in fiber. In all 

to an I Kr block of 80.9%. Top panels show simulations at 1 Hz and bottom panels 
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nd right panels). This behavior is consistent with ex vivo experi- 

ental observations in human trabeculae [21] , as reported in [19] . 

. Discussion 

We proposed a physiological-like waveform to stimulate SCs 

nd reproduce tissue-like AP properties. Results in different sim- 

lation scenarios showed that the proposed waveform minimizes 

he discrepancy between SC and tissue AP properties, which can 

mprove the credibility of model predictions when SC AP markers 

re to be compared with tissue-derived reference values. 

The cell-tissue discrepancy has been acknowledged as a poten- 

ial limitation of in silico studies [10,12,19,22,23] , but the associated 

ffects have not been systematically analyzed. A possible reason for 

his may be that differences between AP markers from SC and tis- 

ue simulations are relatively small in comparison to the range of 

xperimental tissue measurements, particularly for repolarization 

arkers. However, recent works discussing computational model- 

ng reliability and credibility place strong emphasis on elucidating 

he sources of discrepancy between the outputs of in silico models 

nd the systems they aim to describe [3,4] . In this sense, it is im-

ortant that computational simulations represent the reality they 

re intended to model as closely as possible, so that the model 

ehavior is a more trustworthy representation of the actual physi- 

logical processes in the real system. 

In our study, a number of waveforms were compared for the 

timulus current in SC simulations, with the goal of reproduc- 

ng tissue electrophysiological characteristics. The physiological- 

ike waveform proposed to mimic tissue behavior is based on the 

djustment to a reference waveform extracted from simulations 

onducted in a fiber of homogeneous cells. The adjusted waveform 

eflects the source-sink behavior associated with AP propagation 

n tissue [24] . In SCs stimulated with the adjusted waveform, AP 

arkers were most similar to those measured in fiber simulations. 

he adjusted stimulation also improved the match between the set 

f ionic conductances contributing to AP markers in SC and fiber 

imulations. These results suggest that the adapted stimulation can 

e a convenient alternative to the monophasic or biphasic asym- 

etric pulses when a population of models needs to be calibrated 

ith or validated against experimental data from tissue prepara- 

ions, specially in cases where AP amplitude or upstroke slope are 

sed for evaluation. 

Regarding APD rate dependence, fiber simulation results are 

onsistent with experimental findings in healthy human tissue 

25] , where AP alternans with onset heart rates over 200 beats per 

inute and narrow CL ranges were observed. The adjusted wave- 

orm produced the most similar behavior to fiber simulations, pos- 

ibly due to the reduced mismatch in G CaL and G NaCa , since I CaL and

 NaCa are hypothesized to play a major role in the generation of AP 

lternans [26] . In studies where the output of cell models needs 

o be compared with experimental measures in cardiac tissues to 

nravel the mechanisms of alternans, it might be worth consid- 

ring whether the mismatch between scales could be introducing 

nwanted discrepancy. Our results suggest that the adjusted stim- 

lation waveform will reproduce experimental data in tissue more 

ccurately, which will make the attribution of the observed phe- 

omena to underlying physiological mechanisms more credible. 

Our proposed methodology represents a cost-effective way of 

eproducing experimental tissue data in in silico SC studies. The 

timulus waveform derived from the 1D simulation (which needs 

o be performed only once) can be applied to study a variety of 

onditions, such as different pacing frequencies and changes in 

onic current conductances due to drug-induced current blocks, 

ithout the need to perform all these simulations in a fiber. Our 

esults illustrate this advantage, with only one reference fiber sim- 

lation being sufficient to approximate the AP characteristics in 
6 
issue in all the analyzed scenarios. Furthermore, the strong sim- 

larity between the transmembrane current waveforms estimated 

rom 1D, 2D and 3D tissues (Figure S1) suggests that the adjusted 

timulus could also be applicable to studies involving measure- 

ents in 2D or 3D homogeneous tissues. In practice, it is nec- 

ssary to point out that the adjusted waveform depends on the 

odel-specific AP morphology. To facilitate the application to other 

odels, adjusted waveform parameters are readily provided for 

he epicardial and mid-myocardial ORd model, the Stewart et al. 

urkinje model [18] and the Courtemanche et al. atrial model [17] 

Table S1). 

To illustrate the potential benefits of the physiological-like ad- 

usted stimulation, we investigated the effects of the selective I Kr 

locker dofetilide at different pacing rates. Our results suggest that 

he adjusted waveform could be useful for the analysis of inter- 

ndividual variability in drug response, in cases where a popula- 

ion of models needs to be calibrated with experimental data from 

omogeneous tissues. In those situations, the output of the mod- 

ls could be reflecting not only the physiological mechanisms un- 

er study, but also the undesired effects of scale discrepancy. Our 

esults on the effect of dofetilide with the baseline ORd model 

emonstrate that the scale discrepancy effects can be minimized 

y using the adjusted stimulation. In our example, the skipping 

ehavior observed at 2 Hz for simulated fibers and SCs stimulated 

ith waveform A was consistent with experimental observations 

27] as reported in [19] . The mismatch between experimental tis- 

ue results and SC results stimulated with waveform BA found in 

ur study was already observed in [19] , and was suggested to arise 

rom differences in the stimulation current. Our results support 

hat interpretation and demonstrate a way of increasing the trust- 

orthiness of in silico predictions involving different scales. 

In this work, the proposed waveform is intended to approxi- 

ate the AP characteristics in homogeneous tissue. Additional uses 

ould include the use of the physiological-like stimulus in experi- 

ental settings involving clamp techniques. Possible extensions of 

he study could involve the parameterization of the physiological- 

ike stimulus from experimental data for its use in current or dy- 

amic clamp experiments [28] . 

. Conclusion 

A novel physiological-like stimulation waveform resembling the 

ransmembrane current associated with AP conduction in tissue 

as been proposed as a cost-effective way to approximate the AP 

haracteristics in simulated tissue. The proposed waveform is com- 

ared to other common biphasic and monophasic forms of stimu- 

ation and is found to produce the best correspondence between 

P-derived markers in SC and fiber simulations and the most simi- 

ar ionic contributors to AP properties. Additionally, comparison to 

xperimental observations on the effects of dofetilide indicate that 

he proposed stimulus can narrow the gap between SC simulations 

nd tissue experimental observations. 
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